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Quantum Announces the H4000 Essential -
Asset Management and Collaborative
Storage Built for Small, Independent
Creative Teams
All-in-one appliance at entry-level price point gives small creative teams access to StorNext
and CatDV platforms as used by the leading content producers and largest brands

SAN JOSE, Calif., April 19, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Quantum® Corporation (NASDAQ:
QMCO), the leader in solutions for video and unstructured data, today announced the
release of the H4000 Essential, an all-in-one appliance that integrates Quantum CatDV™
media asset management and Quantum StorNext™ 7 shared storage software on the
award-winning H4000 storage platform. The H4000 Essential provides highly available
shared storage and automatic content indexing, discovery, and workflow collaboration for
small creative teams. It does not require specialized IT skills to support, can be up and
running in minutes, and offers unique features that integrate media management and
storage so these teams can spend more time creating and less time searching for content.
Now for the first time, the same technologies used by the largest studios, broadcasters, and
post-production houses are available to small creative teams everywhere, starting at an
entry-level suggested retail price under $40,000.

"What's remarkable about the new H4000 Essential is that we've brought the most important
capabilities of two powerful platforms - CatDV and StorNext - and taken away the complexity
and time in configuring and managing them separately and setting up production workflows.
The H4000 Essential is the fastest solution to stand up for a new project or a new team –
whether working directly on the storage, collaborating remotely from the field, managing
multiple projects simultaneously, or all the above," said Dave Clack, vice president and
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general manager, Cloud Software and Analytics, Quantum. "For the first time, these
industry-leading technologies are in reach of small creative groups everywhere."

"Switch is a fast-moving, agile brand and experience agency for leading content and
enterprise brands – our work bridges digital and brand marketing with virtual and hybrid
meeting events, tradeshows, and field marketing. We have multiple projects in flight
constantly across our team, so it's important to us to have an all-in-one content management
and storage solution like the H4000 Essential for our fast-moving deliverables," said Darren
Temple, CEO and president of Switch.

The H4000 Essential features are purpose-built for the needs of small, independent creative
teams and include:

StorNext collaborative shared storage systems of starting at either 48TB or 96TB of
raw storage in a compact 2U server, expandable up to 384TB with purchase of
additional storage
A highly-available dual-controller architecture
An intuitive out of the box user experience designed for creative professionals to get
up and running quickly
25GbE networking connection to customer networks
Unified StorNext and CatDV account creation with StorNext-powered SMB storage
volume sharing
StorNext shared storage operations to trigger file ingesting, metadata extraction, proxy
and filmstrip creation without needing 'file tree polling'
Automatic content ingest, metadata extraction, proxy, thumbnail, and filmstrip creation
Automatic content cataloging and indexing based on folder structure, made
immediately available to all users
Highly efficient StorNext and CatDV integration to avoid file system polling that can
impact performance
Quantum CatDV pre-installed and pre-configured for use by up to 10 named users,
including use of Adobe Premiere Pro CatDV Panel
Integration with Quantum Cloud-Based Analytics (CBA) software for remote, proactive
system monitoring
Available archiving plugins for Backblaze B2 Cloud Storage, or choice of S3-
compatible storage

The available archive plugins are a powerful way to extend CatDV's searchable catalog as
projects are completed and moved to cloud storage, yet keep them available for fast recall
as needed on the H4000 Essential:

"We love empowering agile, creative teams with cloud storage that delivers ease, flexibility,
and immediate availability when they need it. Pairing the H4000 Essential's impressive
feature set with the Backblaze B2 Archive plugin does just that—it lets customers grow and
protect archives at any scale while maintaining visibility into all the content they have stored
on Backblaze B2 via the powerful visual catalogs the UI provides," said Nilay Patel, vice
president of sales and partnerships at Backblaze.

"We're impressed with how fast it is to get a fully configured and integrated instance of
StorNext-powered shared storage and Quantum CatDV up and running" said Nick Smith,
vice president technology, Exertis Broadcast. "We see H4000 Essential as a powerful way to



get world-class tools in the hands of content teams across our nationwide network of value-
added resellers."

The H4000 Essential is available to order immediately from Quantum Value Added Resellers
worldwide. Quantum will be demonstrating the H4000 Essential at the NAB Show in Las
Vegas April 23-27 in Booths N4109 and N4106. For more information on this and all of
Quantum's solutions for Media and Entertainment and Corporate Video, visit
www.quantum.com

About Quantum

Quantum technology, software, and services provide the solutions that today's organizations
need to make video and other unstructured data smarter – so their data works for them and
not the other way around. With over 40 years of innovation, Quantum's end-to-end platform
is uniquely equipped to orchestrate, protect, and enrich data across its lifecycle, providing
enhanced intelligence and actionable insights. Leading organizations in cloud services,
entertainment, government, research, education, transportation, and enterprise IT trust
Quantum to bring their data to life, because data makes life better, safer, and smarter.
Quantum is listed on Nasdaq (QMCO) and the Russell 2000® Index. For more information
visit www.quantum.com.

Quantum and the Quantum logo are registered trademarks of Quantum Corporation and its
affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners.

Forward-Looking Statements

The information provided in this press release may include forward-looking statements
within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"). These forward-looking statements are
largely based on our current expectations and projections about future events and financial
trends affecting our business. Such forward-looking statements include, in particular,
statements about the anticipated benefits and features of the Quantum H4000 Essential and
our business prospects, changes and trends in our business and the markets in which we
operate.

These forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of terms and phrases such
as "anticipates", "believes", "can", "could", "estimates", "expects", "forecasts", "intends",
"may", "plans", "projects", "targets", "will", and similar expressions or variations of these
terms and similar phrases. Additionally, statements concerning future matters and other
statements regarding matters that are not historical are forward-looking statements.
Investors are cautioned that these forward-looking statements relate to future events or our
future performance and are subject to business, economic, and other risks and uncertainties,
both known and unknown, that may cause actual results, levels of activity, performance or
achievements to be materially different from those expressed or implied by any forward-
looking statements.

These forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those projected, including without limitation, the following: the
need to address the many challenges facing our business; the potential impact of the
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COVID-19 pandemic on our business, including potential disruptions to our supply chain,
employees, operations, sales and overall market conditions; the competitive pressures we
face; risks associated with executing our strategy; the distribution of our products and the
delivery of our services effectively; the development and transition of new products and
services and the enhancement of existing products and services to meet customer needs
and respond to emerging technological trends; whether the market for active and cold data
storage develops as anticipated and whether our products meet the developing needs of this
market; and other risks that are described herein, including but not limited to the items
discussed in "Risk Factors" in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission,
including our Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on May 26,
2021 and our Form 10-Q filed on February 9, 2022. We do not intend to update or alter our
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise, except as required by applicable law or regulation.
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